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Machine Learning with R - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Harness the power of R for statistical computing and data science
	
		Explore, forecast, and classify data with R
	
		Use R to apply common machine learning algorithms to real-world scenarios



	Book Description


	Machine learning, at its core, is concerned...
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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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System Building with APL + WINJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Software modernisation or re-engineering as a concept lacksuniversal clarity. System Building with APL + Win seeks toclarify this problem by identifying the solution to the long termsurvival of the APL application as the elimination of APL specificconsiderations in the choice of a development tool. The authorshows how to deploy...
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The Early Roman Expansion into Italy: Elite Negotiation and Family AgendasCambridge University Press, 2019

	This book presents a radical new interpretation of Roman expansion in Italy during the fourth and third centuries BCE. Nicola Terrenato argues that the process was accomplished by means of a grand bargain that was negotiated between the landed elites of central and southern Italy, while military conquest played a much smaller role than is...
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Firefox HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Firefox Hacks is ideal for power  users who want to maximize the effectiveness of Firefox, the next-generation web  browser that is quickly gaining in popularity. This highly-focused book offers  all the valuable tips and tools you need to enjoy a superior and safer browsing  experience. Learn how...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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Shell Scripting Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005
In today’s IT environment, harried system administrators are finding themselves more overworked than ever. This book helps them regain some of the lost time spent creating and testing shell scripts, and guides readers through more than 150 much-needed and practical real-world examples. 

Because all scripts found in this book are...
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Microsoft Office XP Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
 This book is written for the power user, the software enthusiast, the consultant, the solutions developer, or the company guru—the one others come to for help. It's designed for the person who wants to learn the essentials quickly and then go on to more interesting topics—advanced timesaving techniques, bug workarounds,...
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Joomla! 1.5 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010
Joomla! is a content management system designed to organize and deliver content within a web site environment. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and wonderful design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. If you want to display more...
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Facebook Marketing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Discover how to leverage the power of the Facebook community to achieve your business marketing goals


	Facebook boasts an extremely devoted user base, with more than 65 billion page visits per month. With Facebook, an organization can market and promote their brand, products, or services via the network's built-in...
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Take Control of Getting Started with DEVONthink 2TidBITS Publishing, 2010

	With the information-management program DEVONthink 2, you no longer have to swim in a sea of Web bookmarks, email receipts, RSS feeds, Web page snippets, Post-it notes, and phone bills. DEVONthink stores your digital documents and clippings, helps you scan and store paper documents, and serves as home base for organizing and viewing all your...
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Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP: The Next InternetMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	Smart object technology, sometimes called the Internet of Things, is having a profound impact on our day-to-day lives. Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP is the first book that takes a holistic approach to the revolutionary area of IP-based smart objects. Smart objects are the intersection of networked embedded systems, wireless...
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